Beating the Boogie Bear Bullies
As You Like It, Act II, Scene VII, paraphrase, “All the world’s a stage, and all the men and
women players, who must now stop playing and become Truth Warriors.” We have passed
the Rubicon, either we correct the lies of our current false paradigm reality and implement an
honest, compassionate social order, or we collapse into a feudal dystopia.
We are on autopilot to Armageddon, in an increasingly draconian series of dehumanizing
debasements of virtue that signal our surrender to an easily preventable, long planned
pandemic. Extensive research on the defective Pasteur germ hypothesis, the allopathic lies
and the numerous Rockefeller Foundation war-gaming for this bio-terror event are
presented in my previous Principia Scientific International articles in the footnotes.
John F Kennedy was the closest we had to an honest president in the 20th century, and he had
questionable behavior. JFK was forced by the ‘smoke filled room’ to have Lyndon Johnson as
his VP, ostensibly for his legendary vote rigging ability in Texas. JFK was surrounded by
traitors in the CIA, FBI and his own Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Four months into his presidency, JFK was confronted with the long planned Bay of Pigs. The
CIA funded revolutionary, Castro had turned on his masters and was now a threat. War with
Cuba would be easily won, or would provoke a Russian response and the JCS hoped for
preemptive nuclear war, before the Ruskies had first strike capability. Planned as an opening
event, requiring US military assistance, JFK denied intervention. Undeterred by the Pig thing
flop, the CIA Operation Northwoods was planned to hijack a US airliner, stage a Cuban
shootdown as another pretext for war.
At this point, JFK reassigned his JCS leader to NATO and threatened to “shatter the CIA into a
thousand pieces and scatter them to the wind”. The next staging area for Russian confrontation
was Vietnam, but their president was noncompliant. After the CIA assassination of Ngo Dinh
Diem on Nov 2, 1963, a useful puppet would end peace talks with Ho Chi Minh. Two weeks
later, CIA Operation Zipper would remove the JFK obstacle to war.
Allen Dulles was prominent on the Warren Commission, as was Grand Rapid congress critter,
Jerry “Fumble” Ford, who would go on to be appointed VP when crooked Agnew went to jail.
Then Ford became president when Tricky Dick resigned, and Ford pardoned him without a trial.
This unpopular puppet then blocked Ronnie from the 1976 nomination, pretending to be an
incumbent.
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When Reagan ran again in 1980, he was opposed by former CIA director Big Bush, who
ridiculed the “trickle down and voodoo economics”. Rejected in the primary, Poppy forced his
way in as VP, the JFK/LBJ trick rerun. In February 1981, a month into his administration, then
CIA director William Casey said in a cabinet meeting,
“We will know that our disinformation program is complete, when everything the American
people believe is false” in cabinet meeting, reported by Barbara Honegger
A month later, Reagan would be shot on a Washington sidewalk by a family friend of the Bush
clan. If history repeats itself, president Trump should be suspicious of his forced VP choice.
That the MAGA man had advance pandemic notice might be revealed in “Executive Order
#13887, Modernization of Influenza Vaccine for National Security” signed Sept 19, 2019 as
reported at HeadlinesWithaVoice(.)com

As mentioned in previous articles, plants develop chemical defenses against predation, and one
family of chemicals are the Alkaloids. Evidence exists of human use of these natural cures as far
back a 2000 BC in Mesopotamia. One chemical, Lysergic acid Dimethylamide, was first
isolated by Albert Hoffman, with Sandoz labs in 1938. LSD was derived from a mold, called rye
ergot, that had sometimes plagued Europe, with recorded events dating from 857 AD, and called
Saint Anthony’s Fire.
While the psychedelic properties of LSD were not beneficial to the general population, midwives
had used rye ergot to ease the pain of childbirth for a thousand years, launching the investigation
into this natural plant chemical. Interesting to think, that generations of European babies were
born tripping, to moms who were hallucinating. If LSD had no medical benefit, perhaps it had a
military use.
In 1951, the CIA staged an LSD attack on the sleepy French village of Pont-Saint-Esprit,
complete with ergot tainted rye as a cover story. The book, “The Day of St Anthony’s Fire” by
John G Fuller, 1969 covers the declassified documents and includes eyewitness accounts. Not to
be deterred, the CIA hired its own doctor death, Sidney Gottlieb to do further LSD experiments.
The Gottlieb, and his MK-Ultra program lasted decades, victimized soldiers, prisoners, mental
patients and orphans. This is described in the documentary, “The Great Darkness, Children of
MK-Ultra” by TruthFactory(.)com
One public victim of this program was CIA agent Frank Olson, whos family finally uncovered
the facts in his claimed suicide. Never trust an agency that is given the right to use deadly force,
under secrecy. The government/media/medical complex continues to deny the positive benefit
of the Alkaloid Quinine, and its stabilized derivatives Chloroquine and Hydrochloroquine.
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On Aug 01, 2020, a presenter with the Glenn Beck Program, Chad Prather held an event in
Tomball, Texas to a live audience of 300 MAGA supporters. Chad is an announced candidate for
Texas governor in 2022, and with every repeated mention of the current RINO governor’s name,
or his excessive, illegal, executive orders on lockdowns, social distancing and masks, the outage
was loud and clear.
An estimated 15% of Americans are classified as functional alcoholics. From personal
experience, many alcoholics abuse their children, and the behavior becomes internalized for
generations. Chad had one original song about beating children, and his introduction soliloquy
mentioned he was beaten, has five kids who were beaten and that’s normal behavior.
“Hell, I got five kids, you don’t have to beat all of them, just beat the oldest where the others can
watch, and they’ll all behave”. While the inebriated cheered, I reflected on being the eldest, the
ritualistic subject of alcoholic beatings, and was not cheering. I was soon asked to leave the
drunks table, because sober people are a buzz kill.
The next event on my Lone Star Covid Tour was the Yellow Rose of Texas, GOP Ladies
Luncheon, honoring 100 years of women’s suffrage for the right to vote. Honored speakers
included congresswomen, judges, and state officials. Every time the governors name, or his
pandemic orders was mentioned, there were boos. One honoree was a medical doctor and state
senator.
Congressional staffs exist to isolate officers from the public. The reams of letters and emails you
send to your “representative” are routed to the dustbin, and it is only direct contact that breaks
this bubble. This kind senator/doctor was unaware of the HCQ controversies, or the draconian
actions of the CDC, FDA, NIH and the Texas AMA and Texas Medical Board. After a 10 min
conversation, she ordered her chief of staff to contact me. Amazing, after reviewing the
researched material, another 30 minute telephone conversation clarified the draconian issues.
Next on the Traveling WuFlu Show was a MAGA rally in a small, central Texas farming town
with the guest speaker, newly elected RNC Chairman, Col Allen West. In a room with a
hundred Patriots, there were roaring boos at every mention of our loathsome governor and his
Orwellian lockdowns, distancing, masking, tracing and mandatory vaccinations.
The governors emergency actions only have force of law for thirty days. Issued on March 19,
2020 and extended and expanded constantly, this fiat fascism required legislative approval, but
that requires calling a Special Session. Our governor claims this would be too expensive and too
dangerous. As if destroying half of the state’s economy is a cost free option. As if, using HCQ
as Covid prophylactic is not a safe, low cost option.
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There was no masking, or social distancing requirements for the funeral of a martyr with lengthy
criminal record and a lethal toxicology report. Peaceful protests that quickly turned into
organized, armed flash mobs are not a health threat, but singing in church or dancing in a honky
tonk, are a mortal threat.
While most small businesses are returning to the new, reduced expectations reality, nightclubs
have no hope for a future. Texas has 254 counties, many are vast, sparsely populated with zero
reported cases of the WuFlu. Sheriffs, who have better things to do than criminalize their
citizens, publically stated they would NOT enforce lockdowns, distancing or masks. The fascist
governor could not close those rural churches, but he did have a Gestapo force for the nightclubs.
The Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission was formed in 1935, has an annual revenue of $300
million from taxes and fees. Mainly in charge of underage drinking and overconsumption
resulting in DUI arrests, it has over 650 peace officers. Normal enforcement against a nightclub
is a warning, followed by citation with fine and then suspension for three events in a year. Now
the TABC is using undercover officers, video taping club operations and issuing three
simultaneous citations, revoking the establishments liquor license. The Texas Bar Owners
Association is holding a protest rally at TABC headquarters on Friday, Aug 14, 2020 at noon.
Realizing that the New Normal is only going to get worse and will extend into 2021, the
legislature is taking the only option, IMPEACH GOVERNOR ABBOT. Ignorant, revisionist
history claims that only one Texas governor was impeached, the Truth is far more revealing.
General Sam Houston came to Texas as former US congressman and governor of Tennesee. His
great leadership lead to victory at San Jacinto and he was elected president of Texas in 1836. He
had many friends in the Cherokee communities, who were a peaceful part of East Texas.
Houston was followed in 1839 by Miramar Lamar, who ordered all Cherokees to Oklahoma and
ruined the state economy with foreign debt. Houston was elected president again in 1841 and
negotiated annexation to the United States.
In 1845, Houston was elected to serve in the US Senate. In 1859, the twenty two northern states,
with 20 million citizens, declared war on thirteen southern states with 10 million citizens, with
passage of the Morrill Tax Act. This 39% tax on exports of cotton and tobacco had a direct
improvement in northern banking, manufacturing, textiles and shipping and a death knell for the
agricultural south.
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Realizing the Civil War was inevitable, Houston resigned as Senator and returned to run for
governor of Texas. Houston traveled alone in a one horse buggy over 900 miles of east Texas
campaigning to keep Texas either neutral, or to de-annex and return to a republic again. Texas
had that option in the annexation agreement of 1845.
Houston won the election with over 60% of the vote, Texans did not want war, few wanted
slavery. But money talks, and the legislature was bent to the will of the wealthy plantation
owners. Sam Houston was impeached by both houses of congress for refusing to take the Oath of
Allegiance to the Confederacy.
“In the name of the nationality of Texas, I refuse to take this oath. I love Texas too well to
bring civil strife and bloodshed upon her. To avert this calamity, I shall make no endeavor
to maintain my authority as Chief Executive of this State.” ~ Sam Houston, Mar 16, 1861
One can be handicapped, and still have a moral, ethical backbone. Texas does not deserve the
spineless dictatorship of governor Abbott, lieutenant governor Patrick or attorney general
Paxton. It is time for the Texas House and Senate to IMPEACH ABBOTT.
To the arrogant, revisionist historians claiming that only the Democrat embezzler, James Edward
Ferguson, impeached in 1917, was the only governor impeached, I recommend,
Sam Houston’s Texas by Sue Flanagan, filled with hundreds of local newspaper accounts of
Houston’s epic effort in 1859 to keep Texas out of the northern war of aggression.
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“From Covid to Cancer, Hydrochloroquine is the Wonder Drug of Our Time” by
John O’Sullivan at principia-scientific.org
“How A False HCQ Narrative was Created” by Dr Meryl Nass, MD
AnthraxVaccine.blogspot.com
“WuFlu Bat Stew for You” by author, at principia-scientific.org > my bibliography on WuFlu

